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At the beginning of 2016 global growth concerns  with a focus on China 
are prevailing on financial markets  We believe that these concerns are 
overdone. However, global growth in 2016 will remain subdued and 
characterized by diverging trends amongst regions. 

After several years major central banks’ expansionary monetary policy 
is running out of steam. Their massive liquidity injections  start to lose 
any sustained impact on financial markets or on the real economy and 
inflation expectations.  

Oil prices have dropped to new lows in the course of January 2016 re-
sulting from a mix of fundamental factors and negative market senti-
ment.  The market needs some signs of supply rebalancing in order to 
sustainably recover. This may happen in the second half of 2016.  

The Saudi economy will enter a period of lower growth rates as the 
government has initiated a strong fiscal consolidation process.  This 
will short-term weigh on real growth but medium-term be beneficiary 
to the economy. We expect the trough of the current business cycle to 
be in the course of this year. 

Global equity markets are currently lacking  major positive driving 
forces whereas excessively low bond yields will be subject to correc-
tions in any process of normalization.  Emerging Market equities as 
well as commodity prices may find a major bottom with the US dollar 
reaching a major peak  in the course of this year (see figure below). 

The Saudi equity market is in a protracted bottoming out phase of a 
major bear market. Historically low valuations, the prospects for high-
er oil prices as well as the potential inclusion in the MSCI Emerging 
Market index may provide support in the course of 2016. 
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Subdued Global Growth and Elevated Market Volatility 

Shaping  the Year ahead 

Commodity Prices and the US Dollar 

source:  Bloomberg, JP Morgan  
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Part 1: Global Economy 

The Global Economy on a Subdued Growth Path 

Going into 2016 the global economy is still lacking synchronized growth. 
Whereas large parts of Advanced Economies are either on a reasonably sol-
id growth path or exhibit a sustained recovery, the majority of Emerging 
Economies continues to face faltering growth momentum (see figure 1). 
Overall, global growth rates are expected to be gradually higher compared 
to 2015 but remain subdued compared to the growth dynamics before the 
financial crisis in 2008.  Lower commodity prices in 2015 had a mixed im-
pact overall on the global economy. Whereas some countries, typically net 
commodity importers, largely benefitted from the tailwind of lower prices 
others, particularly commodity producing countries, faced a growth slow-
down as a consequence of lower production as well as reduced commodity 
related investment spending.  The fact that the net effect especially of lower 
energy prices on the global economy has not been overall positive in 2015 
may be related to a number of factors. First, consumers have been rather 
reluctant to spend the money saved on the energy bill but rather preferred 
to save it in order to further deleverage their balance sheet. Besides, the 
limited pass-through of price declines to consumers in some countries may 
have also contributed to the subdued pick-up in consumption.  Lastly, cor-
porates in sectors benefitting from lower energy prices may have been wait-
ing to see whether energy prices sustainably remained at low levels before 
they expanded their business activities.  In this sense, some more stimulat-
ing impact on the global economy may still come from lower energy prices 
heading into 2016.  On the other side, a further disruptive fall of commodity 
prices may also constitute a potential risk scenario as this could cause some 
financial distress which could negatively impact the financial system.  

However, in our base line scenario we expect the global economy to moder-
ately grow at 3.3% in 2016, gradually above last year (see table 1 below). 
This is the net effect of Advanced Economies still being on a reasonable al-
beit not strong growth trajectory (2.1% in 2016 after 1.9% in 2015) and a 

source:  Bloomberg, Markit 

Figure 1: Globally Diverging Growth Perspectives  

source:  IMF, RC estimates 

Table 1: Real GDP Growth (2016 forecast) 

Composite Purchasing Manager Index Advanced Economies 

Composite Purchasing Manager Index Emerging Economies 

Global growth rates are ex-
pected to be gradually higher 
compared to 2015 but remain 
subdued compared to the 
growth dynamics before the 
financial crisis. 

Some more stimulating im-
pact on the global economy 
may come from lower energy 
prices but  a further disrup-
tive fall of commodity prices 
may also constitute a poten-
tial risk scenario. 

2013 2014 2015 2016f

World 3.3 3.4 3.1 3.3

Advanced Economies 1.2 1.8 1.9 2.1

USA 1.5 2.4 2.4 2.5

Euro Area -0.4 0.8 1.6 1.7

Japan 1.6 -0.1 0.6 1.0

United Kingdom 1.7 2.9 2.2 2.2

Emerging Economies 5.0 4.7 4.0 4.3

China 7.7 7.4 6.9 6.4

India 6.9 7.3 7.5 7.4

Russia 1.3 0.7 -3.8 -0.8

Brazil 2.7 0.1 -3.7 -1.5

Saudi Arabia 2.7 3.6 3.4 1.3
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Li Keqang index, r.h.sc. (based on electricity 

consumption, railway cargo, credit volume) 

source:  Bloomberg 

Figure 2: Weakening Chinese Renminbi  Figure 3:  Protracted Slowdown of Chinese Growth  

Onshore Renminbi vs. US dollar 

temporary pick-up in Emerging Economies growth rates from 4.0% in 
2015 to 4.3% in 2016, primarily due to a gradual easing of recessionary 
conditions in countries like Brazil and Russia.  

The key uncertainty and the key risk to this central scenario is related to 
the growth slowdown in China. We already highlighted in our Global In-
vestment Perspectives September 2015 that China may potentially be ex-
posed to some short-term downside risks in its transformation process 
from an investment and export driven economy towards a domestic con-
sumption focused economic role model. However, we consider this as a tail 
risk scenario (risk with small probability) at this juncture as the Chinese 
government still has considerable room to stimulate the economy through 
fiscal and monetary measures. The key focus at this stage is on the Chinese 
currency management. Back in August 2015 the Chinese authorities rattled 
global markets by a surprise devaluation of the Renminbi from 6.21 to 6.38 
against USD (see figure 2). After a short period of consolidation the 
Renminbi was gradually further devalued against the USD. This move ac-
celerated in the course of December and January and provoked again in-
creased investors’ nervousness and was finally a main reason for the global 
stock market corrections at the beginning of the year.  

Actually, the expectation of further currency devaluation caused a consid-
erable capital outflow in the recent months and forced the central bank 
(PBOC) to massively intervene in the foreign currency market (especially 
the offshore market for Renminbi in Hongkong) depleting about 700bln 
USD from its foreign currency reserves. At least on the export side the 
weaker Renminbi seems to have some positive impact. Exports rose again 
in December after months of negative growth.  We expect the Renminbi to 
further gradually devalue against USD with a target range of 6.80-6.90 by 
end of this year. The market’s fears of an uncontrolled massive Renminbi 
devaluation with potentially significant repercussions on international fi-
nancial markets and the global economy are in our view overdone although 
it may remain as a tail risk to our baseline scenario. However, the Chinese 
authorities’ recent experience with foreign exchange intervention and the 

Offshore Renminbi vs. US dollar 

Chinese GDP growth, % yoy, l.h.sc. 

source:  Bloomberg 

The key uncertainty and the 
key risk to this central 
scenario is related to the 
growth slowdown in China. 

The focus is on the Chinese 
currency management. 

The expectation of further 
currency devaluation caused 
a considerable capital out-
flow in the recent months. 

The market’s fears of an un-
controlled massive Renminbi 
devaluation are in our view 
overdone although it may 
remain a tail risk. 
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Figure 4: US Unemployment and Wage Growth  Figure 5: US CPI Inflation and Oil Prices  

source:  Bloomberg  source:  Bloomberg  

renewed efforts in January to prevent a major local stock market correction 
illustrate the challenges on their roadmap from a central government led to 
a market driven economy. 

In our baseline scenario we expect the Chinese economy to grow by 6.4% 
in 2016 after 6.9% in 2015.  This gradual growth slowdown is structural by 
nature and the result of the transformation process towards more domes-
tic consumption which typically exhibits lower but stable growth. 

Accommodative Monetary Policy Running out of Steam 

The massive slump in commodity prices had a significant impact on infla-
tion rates on a global scale. The most recent correction will further fuel this 
deflationary trend in the short term. However, we expect global commodity 
prices and particularly energy prices to bottom out in the course of this 
year and – on a selective basis - start rising again thereafter. This will cor-
respondingly lead through the base effect to an increase of headline infla-
tion rates towards the end of this year. Although we would not advocate a 
general reflationary trend at a global level there are regions where inflation 
may pick up – admittedly from low levels - in a more pronounced way. This 
may particularly be the case for the US economy which is expected to grow 
again by about 2.5% in 2016. As a consequence, we expect unemployment 
to continue its decline clearly below the 5% level. Historical experience has 
shown that with unemployment consistently dropping some wage growth 
will be kicking in at some point (see figure 4). There may be various rea-
sons why wages have not risen faster in the recent past against the back-
drop of the sharp drop in unemployment but it is in our view highly likely 
that we will see accelerating wage growth in the course of 2016. This in 
turn will further put upward pressure on inflation rates.   As a conse-
quence, we could expect headline inflation in the US clearly exceeding the 
2% threshold level defined by the US central bank towards the end of this 
year (see figure 5).  This, however, will further exacerbate the dilemma of 
the Federal Reserve. Actually, the solid shape of the US economy and infla-
tion rates starting to exceed the FED’s target rate would probably require 

Brent oil price, %-change yoy, r.h.sc. 

US unemployment rate, l.h.sc. 

US wage growth, %-change yoy, r.h.sc. 

US CPI inflation, l.h.sc. 

It is in our view highly likely 
that we will see accelerating 
US wage growth in the course 
of 2016. 

In our baseline scenario we 
expect the Chinese economy 
to grow by 6.4% in 2016 after 
6.9% in 2015. 

The massive slump in com-
modity prices had a signifi-
cant impact on inflation  
rates on a global scale. 

The expected bottoming out 
and subsequent selective re-
covery of commodity prices 
will lead to an increase in 
headline inflation rates to-
wards the end of this year. 
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Figure 6: US Fed Fund Rate and Treasury Yield  Figure 7: ECB Lending Rate and German Bund Yield  

an overall 100bp increase in FED fund rates throughout 2016 (i.e. four dis-
tinct rate hikes). However, such rate hikes risk to further widen the diver-
gence to many foreign economies, in particular Emerging Economies, 
which are in a much weaker shape at this juncture and could, therefore, 
cause increased economic imbalances and finally excessive financial mar-
ket volatility. As a base case we, therefore, expect the Federal Reserve to 
increase interest rates two times in 2016 by each time 25 bp which will 
leave Fed fund rates at 1.0% by end of the year.   

The fading base effect of commodity prices on headline inflation will also 
be observed in Europe albeit to a gradually lower extent. We expect CPI 
inflation in the Eurozone to be at about 1.5% by end of this year.  Although 
the European Central Bank has highlighted that its focus is primarily on 
core inflation rates (excluding energy prices) this upmove will not remain 
unnoticed by the European central bankers. Against the backdrop of weak 
inflation figures the ECB just announced in January that it may consider 
taking additional expansionary measures as early as in March.  With a view 
on our inflation scenario we expect this to be the last step of the ECB to 
further expand monetary growth. The same applies to the Bank of Japan 
which in a surprise step cut its interest rate into negative territory by end 
of January. Ultimately, central banks in Advanced Economies will have to 
realize going forward that liquidity injections have increasingly run out of 
steam and any further economic stimulation will have to be instigated by 
government authorities through necessary structural reforms (supply side) 
and potentially fiscal investment programs (demand side).  However, based 
on the experience of the recent past we may not rule out major central 
banks to fall back in their “Quantitative Easing mode” in the case of eco-
nomic weakness going forward but this will rather please financial markets 
than witness any substantial impact on the real economy or inflation ex-
pectations. On top, such a loose monetary stance will eventually risk to fuel 
excessive financial leverage which in turn will ultimately have to be coped 
with by all the more restrictive policy measures. 

 

source:  Bloomberg  source:  Bloomberg  

ECB lending rate 

10-year US Treasury bond yield 

US Fed fund rate 

10-year German Bund yield 

However, we cannot exclude 
central banks  to fall back in 
their “Quantitative Easing 
mode”. 

As a base case we expect the 
FED to increase interest rates 
to 1.0% by end of the year. 

The announced additional 
measures by the ECB will 
most probably be the last step 
of monetary growth expan-
sion. 

Liquidity injections by central 
banks have increasingly run 
out of steam. 

Higher inflation rates will 
exacerbate the dilemma of 
the Federal Reserve. 
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Figure 8: US Oil Production and Oil Inventories  Figure 9:  US Shale Oil Credit Cost Surging 

Part 2: Oil Market  

The Oil Market in a Volatile Recovery Process 

Over the last three months oil prices have been subject to additional mas-
sive corrections. Brent oil dropped from about 50 USD at the beginning of 
November 2015 to 28 USD in mid-January 2016, WTI oil from 48 USD to 26 
USD over the same period. Since the pre-correction-peak in mid-June 2014 
overall losses have accumulated to 75%.  The most recent corrections can 
be attributed to various factors. First,  OPEC’s decision to drop any produc-
tion ceiling in its meeting at the beginning of December was taken nega-
tively by the market as it was considered as further evidence underpinning 
the view that OPEC had no intention for any concerted market action to 
stabilize prices.  Second, the mild beginning of the winter season in the 
northern hemisphere caused the seasonal demand peak for oil during this 
period to be very subdued. Third, the looming re-entry of Iran as a global 
supplier continued to weigh on the markets all the more as sanctions im-
posed by the P5+1 group of nations hampering Iranian oil exports were 
already lifted during January. Finally, there was a growing nervousness 
amongst market participants about the lacking supply reaction on substan-
tially lower oil prices. 

In particular, this applies to US shale oil producers which were supposed to 
react in a swift manner on oil price changes. In fact, US oil production had 
started to decline in summer 2015 after having reached a record output 
level of 9.6mln bd (see figure 8). However, these production cuts came to a 
halt in autumn of 2015 at about 9.1mln bd. Since then US oil producers 
even marginally increased production to currently 9.2mln bd. As a conse-
quence, commercial crude oil inventories started to climb again to reach 
their previous heights which fueled fears that oil inventory capacity limits 
could eventually be hit during 2016.  However, the fact that many US shale 
oil companies produce under financially distressed conditions is illustrated 
by the massive increase in the credit spread on their outstanding bonds 
(see figure 9). Actually, US non-investment grade energy sector bonds are 
currently trading at yields about 14% above US treasury bonds. Figure 9 

source:  Bloomberg  source:  Bloomberg  

WTI oil price, r.h.sc. 

US Crude oil production in mln bd, l.h.sc. 

US commercial oil inventories, in mln brl, r.h.sc. 

US High yield energy bonds credit spread, in bp, l.h.sc. 

There was a growing nerv-
ousness amongst market par-
ticipants about the lacking 
supply reaction on substan-
tially lower oil prices. 

US shale oil companies pro-
duce under financially dis-
tressed conditions. 

Since the pre-correction peak 
in mid-June 2014 overall loss-
es have accumulated to 75%. 
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reveals that this credit spread is negatively linked to oil prices.  Hence, 
there is a growing number of corporate defaults to be expected in the US 
shale industry should oil prices not massively bounce back in the near fu-
ture. This in turn will lead to disruptions in US oil production in the course 
of this year – finally leading to the supply cut the market has been expect-
ing since quite some time.   

Next to the fundamental factors described the recent oil price correction 
has also been exacerbated by a growing negative sentiment amongst finan-
cial investors. As a consequence, short positions in oil derivative products 
were massively built up in December and January (see figure 10).  From a 
technical perspective this overly strong short positioning indicates that oil 
prices may be close to a bottom. However, in order for oil prices to sustain-
ably recover some signs of a fundamental market rebalancing will be need-
ed. 

According to estimates by the International Energy Agency such a re-
balancing may take place in the course of the year.  On the demand side a 
growth of 1.2mln bd is forecasted for this year after a stunning 1.8mln in-
cremental demand in 2015. On the supply side growth rates are expected 
to falter in 2016 after a massive increase of 2.6mln bd in 2015.  The IEA 
forecasts global supply to raise by a meager 0.3 mln bd this year. This fig-
ure includes an estimated additional 600k bd added by Iran until the end of 
the 2nd quarter. This incremental supply is supposed to be compensated 
by a production cut by non-OPEC producers, primarily US shale oil.  Ac-
cording to the IEA the major part of this rebalancing is expected to take 
place in the second half of the year. It remains to be seen at what point in 
time the oil market begins to embrace this scenario and prices start to re-
cover from the current economically unsustainable levels. In the mean time 
we may face continued elevated volatility for oil prices. Against this back-
drop we expect Brent oil to recover towards 45-50 USD in the course of 
this year. 

 

Figure 10: Surging Short Positions in Oil Figure 11:  Global Oil Market Supply / Demand Balance  

source:  Bloomberg  source:  IEA 

(2016 figures forecast, including 600k bd from Iran) 

Positions in short oil ETFs, in mln brl equivalent Quarterly global excess oil supply, in mln bd  

In the mean time we may face 
continued elevated volatility 
for oil prices. 

There is a growing number of 
corporate defaults to be ex-
pected in the US shale indus-
try. 

The recent oil price correction 
has been exacerbated by a 
growing negative sentiment 
amongst financial investors. 

For oil prices to sustainably 
recover some signs of a funda-
mental market rebalancing 
will be needed. 

The major part of the this 
rebalancing is expected to 
take place in the second half 
of the year. 
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source:  SAMA  

Figure 12:  Indicators of Private Consumption  Figure 13:  Saudi Arabian Non-oil Business Climate  

Point-of-Sales transactions, %yoy, 3M average 

ATM transactions, %yoy, 3M average 

Part 3: Saudi Arabian Economy 

The Saudi Economy Entering a Period of Subdued Growth  

The low oil price environment remains a challenge for the Saudi economy. 
In 2015 fiscal expenditure exceeded oil induced lower revenues by 15% of 
GDP. Through this large budget deficit the government  dampened the im-
pact of lower oil prices on the domestic economy.  This allowed the econo-
my to still grow by overall 3.4% with the Non-oil private sector in particu-
lar growing by a solid 3.7% according to preliminary estimates. The gov-
ernment partly financed this deficit by issuing local bonds to an amount of 
98bln SAR. The sharply lower oil-related revenues also generated a current 
account deficit of estimated 155bln SAR (6.3% of GDP).  

Against the backdrop of extended oil price weakness towards yearend 
2015 the government already started to cut back on expenditure and out-
lined a budget for 2016 which is characterized by considerable fiscal con-
solidation. Expenditure is targeted at 840bln SAR which would imply a re-
duction of 14% compared to last year. We forecast effective expenditure at 
900bln SAR which implies a budget overrun of about 7%, a low level com-
pared to the average overrun of 25% in the last 10 years. Revenues are 
budgeted at 608bln SAR. According to our estimates this implies an aver-
age oil price of about 37USD.  Given our oil price scenario we expect gradu-
ally higher revenues. Hence, the government’s envisaged budget deficit of 
326bln SAR may not be exceeded despite a budget overrun on the expendi-
ture side. 

The fiscal consolidation process is also accompanied by first energy subsi-
dy reform steps increasing oil, gasoline and electricity prices between 50-
75%. This measure, however, is in our view not primarily intended to im-
pact the short term fiscal balance but rather to sustainably increase Saudi 
Arabia’s energy efficiency in the longer term in order to curb high domestic 
energy consumption growth. Further, this reform steps will gradually re-
move the economy’s bias towards energy intensive industries so far bene-

source:  Bloomberg, Markit 
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The fiscal consolidation pro-
cess is also accompanied by 
first energy subsidy reform 
steps. 

For 2016 we forecast effective 
expenditure at 900bln SAR 
which implies a budget over-
run of about 7%. 

The large budget deficit in 
2015 allowed the economy to 
grow by an overall 3.4% 
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source:  SAMA, MoF  

Figure 14: Budget and Actual Fiscal Expenditure  Figure 15: Fiscal Balance, Budget vs. Actual  

Actual fiscal balance, in bln SAR (2016 forecast) 

Budget fiscal balance, in bln SAR 

source:  SAMA, MoF  

Budget fiscal expenditure, in bln SAR 

fitting from artificially low energy prices which in turn guided the economy 
to a misallocation of capital from a macroeconomic perspective. Hence, this 
step will also help to further diversify the Saudi economy by incrementally 
focusing on non-oil related industries going forward. In the short-term, 
however, this economic transformation process will curb economic growth 
and also bite into corporate profits.   

Against the backdrop of this fiscal consolidation and economic transfor-
mation policy, we expect a more marked slowdown of the economy in 
2016. This in particular applies to the Non-oil Private sector. In fact, vari-
ous indicators of economic activity already point towards a slowdown of 
the Non-oil economy, such as Point-of-Sales and ATM transactions or the 
latest readings of the Purchasing Manager index, a survey which captures 
the business climate in the Non-oil economy (see figures 12 and 13).  For 
the fiscal year 2016 we forecast the overall economy to grow by 1.3% and 
the Non-oil private sector by 1.5% in real terms.  Inflation will pick up to 
3.0%.  

We expect the government to finance about one third of its budget deficit 
through the issuance of bonds. This implies another estimated 100bln SAR 
of new sovereign bonds. This amount can in our view be digested by the 
local financial market and, hence, the government will not be forced to 
largely tap international capital markets. As a consequence, Saudi Arabia’s 
debt-to-GDP-ratio will rise from 5.8% to 11% by end of 2016, a still very 
low level according to international standards. 

With a view beyond 2016 and considering our base case scenario for oil 
prices we expect a more moderate stance of the government in the context 
of fiscal consolidation in the following years as the large part of the burden 
will have been taken until end of this year. We, therefore, expect the trough 
of the current business cycle for Saudi Arabia in the course of this year with 
the potential for a subdued recovery thereafter. 

 

Actual fiscal expenditure, in bln SAR (2016 forecast) 
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Saudi Arabia’s debt-to-GDP-
ratio will rise from 6.3% to 
11% by end of 2016. 

The energy subsidy reform 
will also help to further diver-
sify the Saudi economy. 

Various indicators point to-
wards a slowdown of the 
Non-oil economy. 

We forecast the overall econ-
omy to grow by 1.3% and the 
Non-oil private sector by 
1.5% in 2016. 

We expect the trough of the 
current business cycle in the 
course of this year with sub-
dued recovery potential 
thereafter. 
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Figure 16: Renminbi and World Equities  Figure 17: World Equity PE-Ratio and Bond Yields  

Part 4: Global Financial Markets 

Global Equities Lacking Major Driving Forces 

Heightened worries about the Chinese economy continue to dominate glob-
al financial markets. The focus in this context is on the Chinese currency, 
the Renminbi, and the currency regime pursued by Chinese authorities. 
The surprise devaluation of the Chinese central bank already mentioned 
above caused a massive stock market correction in August 2015 and after a 
period of consolidation Chinese authorities started again to devalue the 
Renminbi against USD in December and January. This latest weakening of 
the Chinese currency, accompanied by a lack of proper communication by 
Chinese authorities, led to a further massive financial market correction 
(see figures 16). In fact, global equity markets witnessed their worst start 
into a new year since many years with the MSCI World declining by -10% 
until mid-January.  Although we consider the scenario of an uncontrolled 
currency devaluation of the Chinese currency a potential risk to the global 
economy and financial markets we would assess the probability for this as 
quite remote.  Hence, we believe that global financial markets have become 
overly pessimistic on the economic backdrop. On top, overall investors’ 
sentiment has turned very sour in the course of this market rout. Hence, we 
expect markets to consolidate in the medium term with the possibility of a 
decent recovery. 

However, the fundamental issue of global financial markets, in particular 
equity markets, is broader in our view. It is in fact the lack of a major driver 
which could propel markets to sustainably higher levels going forward. For 
the essential part of the bull market since the global recession in 
2008/2009 central banks have been the major driving force by massively 
injecting liquidity in the financial system to an unprecedented amount.  
This has caused market valuations to expand and push market prices to 
ever higher levels (see figure 17). Although we would not consider global 
equity markets to be overvalued at this juncture we don’t expect any fur-
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have been the major driving 
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Global equity markets wit-
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We believe that global finan-
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overly pessimistic on the eco-
nomic backdrop. 
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equity markets is the lack of a 
major driver. 
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Figure 18: Faltering US Earnings Growth  Figure 19: Lagging European Equities  

ther sustainable valuation expansion. This all the more as subdued global 
growth doesn’t offer a major push for corporate earnings growth in 2016 
(see figures 18). We acknowledge that the European Central Bank (ECB) 
and the Bank of Japan (BoJ) continue to pursue their Quantitative Easing 
programs, but the subdued and temporarily limited market reactions on 
recent announcements of these central banks to add on their expansionary 
monetary policy has illustrated the fundamental problem of this kind of 
aggressively expansionary policy.  In fact, financial markets have become 
“addicted” to these liquidity injections and, hence, require an ever higher 
dose to be satisfied. It is obvious that central banks ultimately cannot deliv-
er on this. Hence, monetary policy has run out of steam and will not be a 
major driver for markets anymore let alone its lack of a noticeable impact 
on the real economy. As a consequence, we expect global equity markets to 
be largely range-bound throughout 2016. Our geographical preference re-
mains in particular on Continental European markets as already outlined 
more in detail in our recent issues of the Global Investment Perspectives 
(see figures 19). 

Global Bond Markets at a Critical Point 

Aggressive monetary policy since the global recession has not only been a 
major driver for equity markets, it also guided fixed income markets, push-
ing bond yields to levels which are hardly compatible with the state of the 
global economy (see figure 17).  Put it differently: At these levels govern-
ment bond yields of major economies reflect a fully fledged deflationary 
and recessionary economic scenario. A monetary normalization process as 
the Federal Reserve has started in last December will eventually lead to a 
normalization of long-term bond yields as well.  This can happen as a grad-
ual and modest increase of yields in the next 12 to 18 months. However, 
given our outlook for energy prices and their impact on headline inflation 
as outlined above this can also evolve in a more disruptive way. As central 
banks will be faced with a changed inflationary picture so will be bond 
markets.  

source: Bloomberg 

S&P500 index 

Euro Stoxx index 

source: Bloomberg 

S&P500 trailing earnings (EPS), r.h.sc. 

S&P500 index, l.h.sc. 
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Initial price corrections on the fixed income markets could be exacerbated 
by limited market liquidity in these markets. Actually, market liquidity in 
fixed income markets, measured by various indicators, has diminished 
since the end of the global financial crisis (see figures 20 and 21). A major 
reason for this observation are regulatory requirements introduced in the 
aftermath of the financial crisis which have caused major banks to sharply 
reduce their proprietary fixed income books and their market making ac-
tivity. Besides, the micro structure of fixed income markets has also gone 
through major transformation with in particular more transaction trans-
parency discouraging market making activity as well.  

On top, the historically low interest rates have invited many corporates to 
leverage up their balance sheet. As a consequence, record amounts of new 
issues have flooded the international bond markets in the past few years. 
In fact, investors have already started to be concerned about this and as a 
consequence credit spreads have actually started to widen since mid of last 
year. If rising rates will further fuel investors’ worries about the credit 
quality of  re-leveraged companies’ balance sheets this could additionally 
put pressure on corporate fixed income markets. In such a scenario of dis-
ruptions on fixed income markets spillover effects on other asset classes, 
such as equities, may not be ruled out. 

At this juncture, this scenario doesn’t constitute our base case. However, 
developments on international bond markets have to be closely monitored. 
As a conclusion we would recommend to clearly underweight bond invest-
ments in an asset allocation framework. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20: Market Liquidity of US Treasuries  

source:  SIFMA, Federal Reserve New York  

Figure 21: Liquidity of the US Corporate Bond Market         

Daily US Treasury trading volume  as % of market size 

(quarterly average) 

source:  SIFMA, Federal Reserve New York  
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Emerging Markets and Commodities Getting Closer to the Bottom 

Finally, a review of the status concerning emerging markets and commodi-
ties.  We have advocated since quite a while to avoid Emerging Market eq-
uity positions as well as outright commodity investments.  In fact, both 
Emerging Market equities (MSCI Emerging Market index) as well as com-
modities (Bloomberg Commodity index) have suffered massive losses in 
the last 12 months and in the case of EMMA equities a strong underperfor-
mance versus global markets (see figure 22). There are various reasons for 
this. First of all, the faltering growth momentum in Emerging Economies 
and in particular the Chinese economic transformation with its negative 
impact on commodity demand. Besides this, Emerging Markets also suf-
fered from a strong US dollar as their relative attractiveness has been un-
dermined with capital outflows as a consequence.  The same applies to 
commodities which are typically negatively correlated to the US currency 
(see figure 23).  

In fact, the recent strength of the US dollar has helped to push down com-
modity prices  - measured by broad commodity indices such as the Bloom-
berg index - back to levels last time seen in the Asian/Russian debt crisis in 
1998. This US dollar appreciation is related to the expected normalization 
of US monetary policy, i.e. rising US interest rates. As mentioned above in 
our baseline scenario we expect the US central bank to raise rates two 
times during 2016 but overall it will remain more moderate compared to 
previous interest rate cycles. As a result of increased growth worries the 
market has currently almost priced out any interest rate hikes in 2016 by 
the FED and will have to adjust if our baseline scenario materializes. This 
will be supportive for the US dollar in the near future. However, at some 
point during 2016 the market will start to look beyond this interest rate 
cycle which at the same time will constitute a major peak in the longer-
term cycle of the US currency. Thereafter, with a view towards end of 2016 
and into 2017, we expect the US dollar to sustainably decline.  

 

We have advocated since a 
while to avoid Emerging Mar-
ket equity positions and com-
modity investments. 

Figure 23: Commodity Prices and the US Dollar 

source:  Bloomberg, JP Morgan  

Bloomberg Commodity price index, l.h.sc. 

US Dollar real effective exchange rate index, r.h.sc. 

source:  Bloomberg  

Rel. performance MSCI Emerging Markets/MSCI World, l.h.sc. 

Bloomberg Commodity price index, r.h.sc. 
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Figure 22: Emerging Market Equities and Commodities  
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This will at the same time constitute a major bottom for Emerging Market 
assets as well as for commodities with a subsequent recovery potential. 

We believe that a broad call for Emerging Market and commodity invest-
ments is probably too premature and we still recommend to underweight 
them in an asset allocation framework at this juncture. However, we are 
today much closer to the point where we have to take a clearly more posi-
tive and bullish view on these widely neglected asset classes. 

 

Part 5: Saudi Equity Market 

Tadawul Pricing-in a Challenging Environment 

The Saudi equity market started the new year on a negative note by drop-
ping 22% between end of last year and mid of January 2016. This sharp 
correction was mainly caused by the global equity market rout and falling 
oil prices at the same time.  At the local level worries about the impact of 
the initiated energy subsidy reform on corporate margins further fueled 
the negative trend. From end of August 2014 to mid-January 2016 Tadawul 
has meanwhile corrected by over 50%.  This full-fledged bear market re-
flects the fundamentally altered macro environment and its actual and ex-
pected impact on the bottom-line of listed companies in Tadawul.  In fact, 
corporate earnings in 2015 have already declined by 12% compared to the 
previous year (see figure 24). We also expect negative earnings growth in 
2016 given subdued GDP growth, lower average oil prices, the impact of 
the energy subsidy reform and an expected rise in interest rates.  This is in 
contrast with consensus analysts’ earnings forecasts which currently still 
predict growing company profits this year. However, we expect these con-
sensus forecasts to be downgraded once companies will report on their 
first quarter results in Spring of this year. These figures will also provide 
some more transparency on the true impact of increased energy prices on 
the bottom-line of listed companies. At this juncture we forecast a negative 
earnings growth of –5% to -15% in 2016.   

Figure 24: TASI and Corporate Earnings   Figure 25: TASI Valuation  

source:  Bloomberg, RC 

TASI 12M trailing PE-ratio 

source:  Bloomberg, RC 

TASI 4-quarter trailing earnings (EPS), r.h.sc. 

Tadawul All-share index, l.h.sc. 
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However, putting the development of corporate earnings in the context of 
the current market correction (see figure 24) and more importantly con-
sidering current valuation levels based on trailing earnings (see figure 25) 
simply reveals that the market has already started to incorporate this earn-
ings recession for 2016. The market valuation has only been clearly lower 
during the global financial crisis in 2008/2009. After its strong correction 
over the last 18 months we, therefore, expect, the Saudi equity market to 
enter a protracted bottoming-out period in the course of 2016. A reasona-
ble PE-multiple range may be between 12x and 16x trailing earnings. This 
is clearly below the longer-term average but lower growth perspectives 
and higher expected interest rates can at this juncture hardly justify a PE-
multiple beyond this level. The market may temporarily drop below this 
range if global market conditions again sharply deteriorate or oil prices 
drop to new lows. However, this may be the result of short-term market 
gyrations and doesn’t represent  our base case scenario as outlined above.  
Towards the second half of this year we rather expect some major support 
for Tadawul from the recovery in oil prices.  A positive decision on the in-
clusion of the Saudi equity market in the widely used MSCI Emerging Mar-
ket index to be expected by mid-2016 could also bolster investors’ confi-
dence as some major capital inflow from foreign investors can be expected 
in this case. However, any prediction on this MSCI ruling remains highly 
uncertain at this juncture. 
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Valuation Equity Markets Performance Equity Markets 

As of  31 January 2016 

PE price/earnings ratio, PB price/book ratio, RoE return on equity 

all figures based on analysts' consensus estimates, Bloomberg 

10-year Government bond yields Central Bank Rates 

End of period, 2016 forecast  End of period, 2016 forecast  

Government Bond Yields (as of 31 January 2016) Central Bank Rates (as of 31 January 2016) 

source: Bloomberg, RC estimates 

MSCI indices in USD, all other indices in local currency, price changes net 

of dividends 

2012 2013 2014 2015

World (MSCI World AC) 13.4 20.3 2.1 -4.3

Adv.  Economies (MSCI World) 13.2 24.1 2.9 -2.7

USA (S&P500) 13.4 29.6 11.4 -0.7

Euro Area (EuroStoxx) 15.5 20.5 1.7 8.0

Japan (Topix) 18.0 51.5 8.1 9.9

United Kingdom (FTSE100) 5.8 14.4 -2.7 -4.9

Emerging Markets (MSCI EM) 15.2 -5.0 -4.6 -17.0

China (CSI300) 7.6 -7.7 51.7 5.6

India (Sensex) 25.7 9.0 29.9 -5.0

Russia (Micex) 5.2 2.0 -7.2 26.1

Brazil (Ibovespa) 7.4 -15.5 -2.9 -13.3

Saudi Arabia (Tadawul) 6.0 25.5 -2.4 -17.1

PE 15 PE 16 PB 15 RoE 15

World (MSCI World AC) 16.8 14.8 1.9 11.3

Adv.  Economies (MSCI World) 17.9 15.4 2.0 11.2

USA (S&P500) 17.4 15.9 2.6 15.0

Euro Area (EuroStoxx) 22.6 14.0 1.5 6.5

Japan (Topix) 15.3 13.8 1.2 7.9

United Kingdom (FTSE100) 27.4 15.5 1.7 6.3

Emerging Markets (MSCI EM) 11.4 11.0 1.3 11.1

China (CSI300) 12.4 10.6 1.7 13.7

India (Sensex) 18.6 16.7 2.7 14.7

Russia (Micex) 10.1 6.0 0.7 6.9

Brazil (Ibovespa) 21.0 9.8 1.0 4.6

Saudi Arabia (Tadawul) 13.9 11.1 1.4 10.4

2013 2014 2015 2016f

Advanced  Economies 

USA 0.25 0.25 0.50 1.00

Euro Area 0.25 0.05 0.05 0.05

Japan 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10

United Kingdom 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.75

Emerging  Market Economies

China 6.00 5.60 4.35 3.75

India 7.75 8.00 6.75 6.40

Russia 5.50 17.00 11.00 9.00

Brazil 10.00 11.75 14.75 14.00

Saudi Arabia 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.50

2013 2014 2015 2016f

Advanced  Economies 

USA 3.03 2.17 2.27 2.50

Euro Area 1.93 0.54 0.63 0.70

Japan 0.74 0.33 0.26 0.20

United Kingdom 3.02 1.75 1.96 2.20

Em. Market Economies

China 4.60 3.65 2.86 3.10

India 8.83 7.86 7.76 7.25

Russia 7.83 10.39 9.57 9.40

Brazil 10.88 12.36 16.51 15.00

Saudi Arabia n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
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Part 6: Asset Allocation  

Recommended Asset Allocation for Balanced Investor 

The following recommended asset allocation is tailored to an investor with a 
“Balanced” investment profile. This profile is reflected in the Strategic Asset 
Allocation which is an optimized portfolio structure based on the long-term 
risk/return-characteristics (i.e. more than 5 years horizon) of all asset classes 
considered. The Tactical Asset Allocation for the “Balanced” profile incorpo-
rates the short-to medium term investment view expressed in this document 
and translates into under- and overweights for each asset class compared to its 
strategic quota.   Hence, these under- and overweightings reflect the relative 
attractiveness of different asset classes from a tactical perspective. 

Tactical Asset Allocation 

(as of February 2016) 

Underweights / Overweights 

(Tactical vs.  Strategic Asset Allocation) 

Asset Class Tactical Allocation Strategic Allocation Over- / Underweight

Equities 50 50 +0

Saudi Arabia 25 25 0

GCC other 5 5 0

USA 8 10 -2

Europe 8 4 +4

Asia/Japan 4 3 +1

Emerging Markets 0 3 -3

Fixed Income 15 25 -10

High grade bonds 5 15 -10

High yield bonds 5 5 0

Emerg. Market bonds 5 5 0

Alternative Investments 10 15 -5

Hedge Funds/Private Equity 5 5 0

Real Estate 5 5 0

Commodities/Precious Metals 0 5 -5

Money Market 25 10 +15

Cash SAR 25 10 +15

Total 100 100 0

13
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Disclaimer 

The information in this report was compiled in good faith from various public sources believed to be reliable. 
Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the facts stated in this report are accurate and that the 
forecasts, opinions and expectations contained herein are fair and reasonable, Riyad Capital makes no representa-
tions or warranties whatsoever as to the accuracy of the data and information provided and, in particular, Riyad 
Capital does not represent that the information in this report is complete or free from any error. This report is not, 
and is not to be construed as, an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any financial securities. Accordingly, 
no reliance should be placed on the accuracy, fairness or completeness of the information contained in this report. 
Riyad Capital accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use of this report or its contents, and 
neither Riyad Capital nor any of its respective directors, officers or employees, shall be in any way responsible for 
the contents hereof. Riyad Capital or its employees or any of its affiliates may have a financial interest in securities 
or other assets referred to in this report. 

Opinions, forecasts or projections contained in this report represent Riyad Capital's current opinions or judgment 
as at the date of this report only and are therefore subject to change without notice. There can be no assurance 
that future results or events will be consistent with any such opinions, forecasts or projections which represent 
only one possible outcome. Further such opinions, forecasts or projections are subject to certain risks, uncertain-
ties and assumptions that have not been verified and future actual results or events could differ materially.  

The value of, or income from, any investments referred to in this report  may fluctuate and/or be affected by 
changes. Past performance is not necessarily an indicative of future performance. Accordingly, investors may 
receive back less than originally invested amount.  

This report provide information of a general nature and do not address the circumstances, objectives, and risk 
tolerance of any particular investor. Therefore, it is not intended to provide personal investment advice and does 
not take into account the reader’s financial situation or any specific investment objectives or particular needs 
which the reader’s may have. Before making an investment decision the reader should seek advice from an inde-
pendent financial, legal, tax and/or other required advisers. 

This research report might not be reproduced, nor distributed in whole or in part, and all information; opinions, 
forecasts and projections contained in it are protected by the copyright rules and regulations.  

Riyad Capital is a Limited Liability Company. Paid Up Capital SR 200 Million. Licensed by the Capital Market   

Authority (No. 07070-37). CR No. 1010239234. 

6775 Takhassusi St. – Olaya, Riyadh 12331-3712 (www.riyadcapital.com). Tel. +966 9200 12299 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 


